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A combinatorial lemma is proved and used here to derive new results on ~o- 
automata and to give simpler proofs of known ones. In particular, we reprove 
McNaughton's fundamental theorem (characterizing the o~-regular sequence-sets), 
without having to construct a sophisticated w-automaton. The theorem is obtained 
by coding the behaviour of automata in a second-order language and a simple 
application of the lemma. In close analogy (now referring to a first-order language) 
a theory of counter-free co-automata is developed; it is shown that these automata 
are appropriate for characterizing the co-star-free sequence-sets. Finally, the lemma 
is applied in mathematical logic: Here new normal form theorems and also 
decidability results are proved for the first-order and the monadic second-order 
theory of certain structures over the ordering of natural numbers. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
A central result in the theory of finite automata ccepting co-sequences 
(short: co-automata) is the theorem of McNaughton (1966). It characterizes 
the sequence-sets accepted by co-automata s the co-regular sequence-sets. 
McNaughton's proof involves an intricate construction of an co-automaton; it 
shows "how a bounded memory (finite automaton) can be made to keep 
track of essential information, accruing in an ever growing past" (B/ichi 
(1977)). Modified and improved presentations of this construction have since 
been given in Rabin (1972), B/ichi (1973), Choueka (1974) and 
Trakhtenbrot and Barzdin (1973). 
The first aim of this paper is to prove a combinatorial lemma (presented 
in Section 1 below) which enables us to prove McNaughton's theorem in a 
new and more "algebraic" way. The construction of a complicated co- 
automaton is totally avoided; instead we use some well-known facts 
concerning automata which accept words. A synopsis of the results we need 
is given in Section 2. 
The classical McNaughton theorem is only a special consequence of the 
main lemma; as another application we obtain a similar theorem concerning 
the so-called co-star-free sequence-sets, a concept which arose in Ladner 
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(1977) and Thomas (1979). The co-star-free sequence-sets are derived from 
the star-free (or "aperiodic") word-sets in a similar way as co-regular 
sequence-sets are derived from the regular word-sets. Many interesting 
properties of star-free word-sets have been established in the 
McNaughton-Papert monograph (1971); for instance, these sets were 
characterized as those accepted by "counter-free" (or "permutation-free") 
finite automata. Using this concept of counter-free automata, we give a 
natural definition of counter-free co-automaton and prove the analogue of 
McNaughton's theorem: The sequence-sets accepted by counter-free co- 
automata re just the m-star-free sets. Both the classical and the "counter- 
free" McNaughton theorem can be obtained in very close analogy when 
using the main lemma. This new development of the theory of m-automata is 
presented in Section 3. (The main lemma might be of use also in the 
investigation of other co-languages, for example, context-free co-sets. These 
questions are not treated in the present paper.) 
In the last section we indicate how applications of the main lemma can be 
obtained in mathematical logic: We consider the first-order theory and the 
monadic second-order theory of structures (co, <, PI ,..., Pn), where Pi c co. 
(It was the monadic second-order theory of (co, <) which lead Bfichi (1962) 
to introduce co-automata.) The counterpart of McNaughton's theorem in this 
context is an interesting result in its own right and can roughly be stated as 
follows: If one wants to know which (first-order or monadic second-order) 
sentences hold in (co, <, P1,..., P,), it suffices to know which of these 
sentences hold in infinitely many initial segments of (co, <, P1,..., Pn). This 
statement is the content of a new normal form theorem. As corollaries we 
mention some decidability results. (An extension of the techniques of 
Section 4 is developed in Thomas (1980b); there the P,. are binary relations 
of finite valency.) In this last section on mathematical logic we give only a 
survey of the results and just indicate how the proofs will work when 
observing the analogy to the theory of co-automata;  reader who wants to 
fill in details is referred to literature listed at the end of the paper and should 
be familiar with the Ehrenfeucht-game-technique. 
Of course, a number of results proved in this article is already known and 
is repeated here only to be presented in a more general frame. We have tried 
to work out very close analogies between the theory of co-automata 
(Section 3) and corresponding results in mathematical logic (Section 4), and 
within these sections, the analogy between the regular (or monadic second- 
order) and the star-free (or first-order) case. Apart from the main lemma the 
new results are those involving the concept of "counter-free co-automaton" 
and those concerning the first-order theory of structures (co, <, PI,...,Pn) 
with P~ c co. 
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1. THE COMBINATORIAL RESULT 
We begin with some basic definitions and remarks most of which in the 
context of monadic second-order theories or automata-theory originate in 
Bfichi (1962) and McNaughton (1966). The more abstract erminology of 
"additive colorings" to be used here is from Shelah (1975). In our case it 
will be sufficient o consider such colorings on the (ordered) set co of natural 
numbers. (The results of this section extend to higher ordinals, but we 
concentrate on applications concerning co.) 
A finite coloring of co is a mapping C from the set of unordered pairs of 
distinct elements of co into a finite set {Cl,...cr} of colors. When writing 
C(m, n) we assume m < n. Suppose for the following discussion that C is an 
additive coloring, i.e., that from C(l, m)= C(I', m') and C(m, n)= C(m', n') 
we can infer C(l, n)=C( l ' ,  n'). Then we may introduce on addition 
operation on the set of colors and write c + d = e if there are l, m, n with 
C(l, m) = e, C(m, n) = d, C(l, n) = e. Call an infinite subset N = {no, n 1 .... } 
of co, where n o < n 1 < ..., d-homogeneous if C(ni, n:) = d for all i <j .  Note 
that in this case we have d + d = d. Call a pair (c, d) of colors good for C if 
there is a d-homogeneous set such that for its minimal element n o we have 
C(0, no) = c. We say that two numbers m, n merge at k (written m "~c n(k)) 
if C(m, k) = C(n, k); m and n merge (written m ~c  n) if they merge at some 
k. It is immediate that from m ~c n(k) and k < k' we have m ~c n(k'); one 
concludes that ~c is an equivalence relation (having finitely many 
equivalence classes if the set of colors is finite). 
From Ramsey's theorem one derives the well-known fact that for any 
additive finite coloring of co there is a pair (c, d) of colors which is good for 
C. We give a proof using the following 
LEMMA 1.1. Let C be an additive finite coloring of co. Then a pair (c, d) 
of colors is good for C iff the following condition holds: 
A(c, d): 3n(C(O, n) = c A Ym 3k > m(C(n, k) = d A n ~c k)). 
Proof Assuming A(c, d), define a sequence n o, n 1, n2,.., inductively as 
follows: Let n o be the minimal n guaranteed by A(c, d), hence C(0, no) = c. If 
no,..., n i are defined (with n o ~c nj for all j=  0 ..... i), choose k such that 
no,..., n i all merge at k and let ni+ 1 be the smallest n > k with C(no, n )~ d 
and no~cn (using A(c,d) for no). Then C(ni, n i+ l )=d and no,,~cn j for 
j = 0 ..... i + 1. Moreover, d + d = d since C(no, nl) = C(nl, nz) = d and by 
no~cnl(n2) also C(no, n2)=d. Hence from C(ni, n i+O=d for i>/0  it 
follows that {n o, nl .... } is d-homogeneous. The converse of the lemma is 
trivial. | 
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The existence of a pair (e, d) which is good for C is now easily shown as 
follows: Let M be an infinite ~c-equivalence class, and n o its minimal 
element. Define c := C(0, no), and choose d such that for infinitely many 
n ~ M we have C(n o, n) = d. Then A(c, d) holds and we can apply Lemma 
1.1. 
Remark 1.2. Since A(c, d) implies d + d = d, we may state A(c, d) as 
3n(C(O, n) = c A ¥m 3k~, k 2 > m, (*) 
(C(n, kl) = d A C(kl, k2) = d A C(k], k2) = d A C(n, k2) = d)). 
This condition is equivalent with 
A'(c, d): 3n(C(O, n) = c A Vm 3k 2 > m 
[3kl(m < k 1 < k 2 A C(n, k~) = d A C(kl, k2) = d A C(n, k2) = d) 
A "k: is minimal with this property"], 
where "k2 is minimal with this property" stands for 
Vk'z < kE~3k,(m < k, < k'2 A C(n, k,) = d A C(k,, k'2) = d A C(n, k'2) = d). II 
We see that A(e, d) and A'(c, d) describe the property of (e, d) being good 
without using a second-order quantification as found in the original 
definition. Note that in A'(e, d) only the quantifiers acting on n, m and k 2 are 
unbounded; the "quantifier structure" of this condition with respect to 
unbounded first-order quantifiers is 3V3. The aim of the "main lemma" is to 
eliminate one further unbounded quantifier from A'(e, d): We then will arrive 
at an equivalent condition which is a boolean combination of statements 
'¢m 3n > m B(n), where in B(n) only first-order quantifications occur which 
are bounded by n. 
Let us give a precise description of the language in which the desired 
conditions B(n) will be expressed: We use binary relation symbols R~ ..... R r 
to represent the "color-relations" {(m, n) I C(m, n) = ei} for i = 1 ..... r, a 
relation symbol < for the less-than relation, equality, variables x, y, z .... (for 
natural numbers), the usual boolean connectives and first-order quantifiers. 
Call the resulting first-order language L(<,RI  ..... Rr). Here and in similar 
situations below we freely use shortwritings uch as x ~< y for x < y V x = y 
or Vx 3), > x ... for Vx 3y (x < y A .--). Call a formula (o(x), having a single 
free variable x, bounded if all quantifications 3z .... Vz... in q~ are of the form 
3z ~< x .... Vz ~< x .... So our aim is to find conditions B(n) as mentioned above 
which can be expressed as bounded formulas (o(x) of L (<,R1 .... Rr), where 
we use, of course, the "canonical interpretations" by interpreting the R i by 
the color-relations and < by the usual order-relation over co. 
Suppose C is a finite additive coloring of 09 with the colors e~ ..... Cr. Given 
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~ X  0 
FIG. 1. Defining the set Mt,c(x ).
natural numbers l > 0, x/> 0 and a color c E {Cl,..., or}, we define a set 
Ml,c(x ) as follows. Consider the l-tuples of distinct numbers ml,..., m t <, x 
which satisfy C(0, mi) = c and which pairwise do not merge at x; if such I- 
tuples exist and (n I ..... nl) is the smallest among them (in the lexicographical 
ordering), let Mt,~(x ) = {nl , . . .  , nl}, otherwise let M1,~(x ) = {x}. An example 
may illustrate this definition: If there are four numbers nl, n2, n3, n 4 ~ x 
with C(0, nt) = c and we have the situation as in Fig. 1 then Ml,c(x ) = {nl}, 
M2.~(x) = {nl, nz}, M3,e(x) = {nl, n2, n4}, M4,c(x) = {x}. Now let 
gl,c(x) := max Ml,~(x ), 
ft,~,a(x) := the greatest y < x such that there is z ~ Mt,c(x ) with 
C(z, y) = d and C(y, x) = d and C(z, x) = d if such y exists, 
:= 0 otherwise. 
Figure 2 illustrates the definition of these functions. Since the number of ~c- 
classes is bounded by the number r of colors, it is clear that for given e, d we 
get all possible functions ft,c,a and gt,c if l ranges from 1 to r. 
(MAIN)LEMMA 1.3. Let C be a finite additive coloring of co with r 
colors. Then a pair (c, d) of colors is good for C iff the following condition 
B(e, d) holds: 
r 
V (ft,~,a is unbounded and gt,~ is bounded). 1=1 
Proof. Let (e, d) be good for C. Take l such that there are exactly l ~c- 
classes containing a number n with C(O,n)=c; by assumption l>~ 1.Let 
m~,..., m I be the smallest such numbers in these ~c-classes with C(0, rni) = e. 
There may be other elements m ~< max{m~,..., rnl} with C(0, m)= c; choose 
x 0 such that for x > x0 every such m merges at x with some m t. Hence for 
x > Xo we have Mz,c(x ) ----- {m~ ..... mr}, so gl,c is bounded. To show that ft,c.a 
is unbounded start with some d-homogeneous set N= {n o, nl,...} such that 
M~.olx) g,o(x) f~.~(x) 
Fla. 2. Defining the functions gl.¢ and ft.~.a. 
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C(0, no) = c and C(ni, nj) = d for all i < j. Then there is a number m i from 
{m I ..... mr} as above and a k such that N '= {mi, n k, nk+l,nk+2,... } is d- 
homogeneous (observe that by choice of m~ ,..., m I the number n o merges with 
some mi, say at k0 (where we assume k0 > x0); hence for nj. > k0 we have 
C(n 0, ni) = C(mi, nj) = d). Remembering that for x > x 0 Ml,~(x ) = 
{ml,...,ml} we see that fl,~,d(nj+2)>~nj+l if n j>k  o. Hence ft,~,d is 
unbounded. For the converse of the lemma, choose l such that gt,c is 
bounded and ft,c,d unbounded. By boundedness of gl,c there is a bound for 
the sets Mt,c(x ), hence for almost all x, say for x > x o, Mt,c(x ) equals some 
fixed finite set M. By unboundedness of ft,c,a we may choose a sequence 
k 0, kl, k2,... (where k i > x0) such that the sequence of the numbersfl,~,d(ki) 
is strictly increasing. For any k i choose z i as in the defnition offt,~,a (so 
especially z i C 34). Since M is finite, we have some z and an infinite subse- 
quence kio, kii .... of  (ki)ieco such that z# = z. Since z E M, C(0, z) = c. 
Moreover, for any m there is a pair (k ,k ' )  above m, namely, a pair 
(fl ~ d(ki), kij), such that C(z, k) = d and C(k, k') = d and C(z, k') = d. So 
conciition (*) of Remark 1.2 
3n(C(O, n) = c A Ym ~k, k' > m(C(n, k) = d A C(k, k') = a) A C(n, k') = d) 
is satisfied, hence (c, d) is good for C. II 
Clearly the functions f/,~,d and gt,c can be defined in the first-order 
language L(<,R~,.. . ,Rr).  Note that the defining formulas ~ot,~,e(X,y ) and 
~'l,~(x, y) do not depend on the particular coloring C but defineft.~,d and gt,c 
with respect to any additive coloring of co having the color set 
{el ..... er}.--Moreover, in ¢l,~,d(x, Y) and qzt,c(x, y) all quantifications are 
bounded above by the argument x. Now the unboundedness offt,~,d, i.e., the 
condition 
Vz ~x > z(Vx' < x &,~,~(x) ¢ f,,~,~(x')) 
may be symbolized as 
Vz 3x > z[Vx' < x Vy <~ x Vy' <~ x(q~t,c,a(x, y)/~ ~Ol,~,d(X', y' )  -~ ~y = y')] ,  
where  the part B(x) is square brackets is a bounded formula of 
L (<,  R 1 ,..., Rr). Similarly the boundedness of gt,c is expressed by a negation 
of such a formula. 
Hence we obtain from Lemma 1.3 
LEMMA 1.4. For any pair (e, d) f rom a given set of colors {el,..., er} 
there are bounded formulas ~ I ( Y ),.,., ~° r( Y ), q/1 ( Y ) ..... qG( Y ) of L (<, R 1 ..... R r) 
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such that for every additive coloring C over (D with the colors Cl,... , c r we 
have: (c, d) is good for C iff 
(Vx 3y > x~oi(y) A ~Vx 3y > x~i(y)) 
i=l 
holds in the corresponding canonical interpretation. 
2. REVIEW OF AUTOMATA ACCEPTING WORDS 
A finite automaton (over a finite alphabet 27) is a quintuple of the form 
92 = (27, S, s o , c5, F), where S is a finite set of states, so E S the initial state, ~: 
S × 27 ~ S the transition function, and F c S the set of final states. 6 is 
extended to S×27"  by cS(s, 2) - -s  (here X is the empty word), and 
6(s, w~) = 6(6(w), ~r) for w ~ 27", cr~ 27, s E S. 92 accepts a word w E 27* if 
6(so, w) ~ F, and 92 accepts a word-set Wc 27* if W consists of all words 
accepted by 92. 
A classical theorem of Kleene says that a set W c27"  is accepted by a 
finite automaton iff W is regular over 27, i.e., iff W can be constructed from 
the finite word-sets over _r using the boolean operations, the product- and the 
star-operation. (The product U .  V of two word-sets U, V contains all words 
uv, where u E U, v C V, and for given U the set U* contains all words 
u0 "'" un- l ,  where n/> 0 and u iC  U for i < n.) 
Another characterization of the word-sets accepted by finite automata 
makes use of a monadic second-order language L2(27): Assume for simplicity 
that 27 is of the form {0, 1}n. Then with any non-empty word w = ol ... Crk 
over 27 we can associate a finite ordered model ~w = (M, <, P1 ..... P , )  as 
follows: M = {m 1 ..... mk} is ordered by < in the form m I < ... < m k (usually 
we takeM={0 ..... k - l}  o rM={m ..... m+k-1}  for some m) ,andeach  
Pj is a subset of M such that m; E Pj iff a i has a 1 in its j th component. The 
language Lz(27 ), in which we may describe such a "word-model" ~w,  is built 
up using non-logical relation symbols for <,P1,. . . ,Pn (which will also be 
written <, P1 ..... P,),  equality, variables x, y .... for M-elements, variables 
X, Y,... for subsets of M, boolean connectives, and quantifiers for both kinds 
of variables. Similarly L1(27 ) is defined; here we leave away the second-order 
variables and their quantifiers. In the context of mathematical logic we also 
denote L1(27 ) by LI(<,P1,...,Pn) and L2(27 ) by L2(<,P1,...,Pn). Given a 
sentence ~0 of L1(27 ) or L2(27), let Mod ~o be the set of all words w such that 
in 9J/w the sentence ~p holds. Call a set W of non-empty words over S 
definable in L1(27 ) (resp. definable in L2(27)) if there is a sentence of L1(27 )
(resp. L2(S)) with W= Mod ~o. 
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There is another equivalent definability condition in which sentences are 
replaced by bounded formulas (with free variables), a concept which will be 
essential in the subsequent discussion. We use the convention that the 
notation ~0(x) (resp. ~0(x, y)) is reserved for formulas in which no other 
variable than x (resp. no other variable than x and y) occurs free. Let us call 
a formula q~(x) of L1(L" ) or L2(27 ) bounded if in ~0(x) all first-order quan- 
tifications 3z .... Vz... are of the form 3z <, x .... Vz <~ x..., and all second-order 
quantifications 3Z .... VZ... are of the form 3Z(Vz(Zz ~ z <~ x) A ... ), 
VZ(Vz(Zz-~z <~x)-~ ...). (This is in accordance with the definition of 
bounded formula in Section 1.) Similarly, a formula ~o(x, y) of L1(27 ) or 
L2(27 ) is bounded if in ~0 all quantifications are relativized to the segment 
[x,y], i.e., if all first-order quantifications are of the form 
~z(x<,z<,yA . . . )  or Vz(x<~z<~y-~...), and all second-order quan- 
tifications are of the form ~Z(Vz(Zz -~ x ~< z ~< y) A ...) or VZ(Vz(Zz 
x~< z ~< y)~ ...). Let us say that the bounded formula ~0(x) defines a word- 
set W if for any word w we have w E W iff ~0(x) is satisfied in ~w when 
interpreting x by the maximal element of 9~ w. Similarly the bounded formula 
~o(x, y) defines W in the case where w C W iff ~0(x, y) is satisfied by ~w 
when interpreting x by the minimal and y by the maximal element of ~w. It 
should be clear from these conventions that for word-sets the three 
definability conditions requiring a sentence or a bounded formula ~o(x) or a 
bounded formula t#(x, y) are all equivalent. (Note that the minimal and 
maximal element of a structure ~w can be defined.) When saying that a set 
W of words over 27 is "definable in L1(27) (resp. L2(27))" we mean any of the 
three definability conditions for the language L1(27) (resp. L2(S)). 
THEOREM 2.1. For any Wc27",  the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) W is accepted by a finite automaton over 27, 
(b) W is regular over 27, 
(c) W-  {4} is definable in L2(S ). 
As mentioned, (a)¢¢-(b) is due to Kleene, while (a )~ (c), essentially 
shown by Bfichi (1960), is presented in the form above in Ladner (1977). 
A similar theorem holds for restricted versions of (a), (b), (c). Instead of 
(b) we use the condition that W is star-free over 27, defined in the same way 
as regular over 27, however, leaving away the star-operation. Instead of (c) 
we use definability in L1(27 ). In order to define a suitably restricted kind of 
automaton for the analogue of (a), the fact is used that for any finite 
automaton 9.1 there is an equivalent automaton, its reduced version, accepting 
the same words as 9/and having a minimal number of states. Let us say that 
9/= (27, S, s o, 6, F) admits permutations if there is a word w such that the 
mapping s ~ 6(s, w) defines a non-trivial permutation on some subset of S, 
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i.e., a permutation which on this subset is different from the identity function. 
Now call 91 counter-free if its reduced version admits no permutations. 
Intuitively this restriction has the effect that the automaton cannot "count 
modulo k" for k > 1. Accordingly, we have also the following (sometimes 
more useful) characterization f the word-sets accepted by such automata: A
(regular) set W c 22* is non-counting if there is a number l such that for any 
u, v, w E 22* we have uvlw ~ W iff uv t+lw ~ W. For more motivation and 
exposition of the many interesting properties of the star-free sets see 
McNaughton and Papert (197 1). 
THEOREM 2.2. For any Wc22" ,  the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) W is accepted by a counter-free automaton over Z 
(b) W is star-free over 2,, 
(c) W-  {2} is definable in LI(Z), 
(d) W is regular over Z and non-counting. 
For a proof of (a )~ (b) and (a)~:> (d) see the monograph of 
McNaughton and Papert (1971); a proof of (b),*> (c) is given in Ladner 
(1977). In Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 all the conditions (a)-(c) involve a 
definition of a word-set W by a finite object (automaton, regular expression, 
formula). Both theorems are effective in the sense that, e.g., from a given 
automaton accepting W a corresponding formula defining W can be obtained 
by an effective procedure. 
Let 92 = (22, S, So, ~5, F) be a finite automaton. Define A: S × 22* -, 2 s by 
~(s, ;0 = tst, A(s, w~) = A(s, w) U {~(s, wG)}. 
Now for s, s' ~ S and S' c S let 
[92, s,s'] = {w ~ 27" 16(s,w)=s'}, 
[92, s, s ' ,  s'] = {wE 2:* I~(s, w) = s',A(s, w) = s'}. 
LEMMA 2.3. I f  92 is a finite automaton (resp. reduced counterfree 
automaton) over X, then each of the sets [92, s, s'] and [92, s, S', s'] is regular 
(resp. star-free) over Z. 
Proof. The easy verification of regularity is left to the reader. Assume 
that 92 = (27, S, s 0, c5, F) is a reduced counter-free automaton and s, s' E S; 
we show that [9/, s, s'] is non-counting. Otherwise we would have for 
arbitrary l words u 0, u, u 1 such that UoUlUx E [92, s, s'] and u0u/+lu 1
[92, s, s'] (or vice versa, with C and ~ exchanged). Let s" be such that 
UoUt+lul E [92, s, s"]. Since 92 is reduced, there is v o such that 6(So, vo)= s, 
and there is Vl such that 6(s', vl) and 6(s", Vl) are not both in F or in S --F. 
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Thus one of the two words VoUoUlVl, VoUoUI+lUlVl is accepted by 92 and 
the other word is not. But since l was arbitrary this contradicts the 
assumption that the set accepted by 92 is non-counting. To show that for 
reduced counter-free 92 each set [92, s, S', s'] is star-free, note that 
[92,s,S',s']= 0 [92,s,t]. [92, t,s' ln (-1 ~(I92,s,t]. [92, t,$'1) 
t~S' t~S' 
where ~ denotes complement w.r.t. S*. 1 
Fix 27 for the following definitions. Let ~ be the set of reduced finite 
automata having at most n states. Let us say that a regular set W is of rank 
n if W is accepted by an automaton 92 E ~'n and no smaller n will do. Define 
w~nw'  (resp. w~,  w') iff for all finite automata (resp. counter-free 
automata) 92 C ~¢~ and any two states s, s' of 92 we have w E [92, s, s'] iff 
w 'C  [92, s, s']. It is obvious that ~n and ~n are equivalence relations, and 
since (up to isomorphism) ~ is finite, in both cases there are only finitely 
many equivalence classes. Denote by Iw]] n the ~n-class of w and by [w]n the 
~n-class of w. 
LEMMA 2.4. (a) Each set ~w L is regular; each set [w]n is star-free. 
(b) ~w L • Iw'L c IwWt]n ; [W]n. [Wt]n C [wWt]n . 
(c) Every regular (resp. starfree) set U of rank <. n is the union of 
certain sets ~w]n (resp. [w]n ). 
Proof (a) Note that 
~W]n = f i  {[92, s, st l I w ~ [92, S, St ], 92 ~ 3~-CCn, S  S t states of 92} 
and apply Lemma 2.3. Similarly for [w]n. 
(b) We treat the star-free case. Let u E [w]n, u' E [w']n. We have to 
show that uu' ~n ww'. Let 9.I E d n and s, s' be states of 92. Then uu'E 
[92, s, s'] implies that for some g we have u ~ [92, s, g], u' E [92, g, s']. By 
assumption also w E [92, s, ~] and w' E [92, g, s']. Hence ww' E ]92, s, s']. The 
same argument works in the converse direction. 
(c) Again we treat only the star-free case. Let 92 E ~¢'n. By definition of 
~ ,  the condition w' E [win, i.e., w ~n w', implies that for any two states s, s' 
of 92 either both of w, w' are in [92, s, s'] or none is. Hence for 92 C ~¢~ each 
set [92, s, s'-] is a union of sets [win. Now if U is of rank ~< n, say accepted 
by 92C~,  where A=(27,  S ,s  o ,6, F), apply the fact that U= 
U{[92, So,S]ls F}. | 
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3. AUTOMATA ACCEPTING (D-SEQUENCES 
The aim of this section is to prove analogues of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for 
sets of (D-sequences over a given finite alphabet Z. For this we have first to 
extend the notions of automaton, (star-free) regularity, and first-order (and 
monadic second-order-)definability to sets of (D-sequences. 
To define the concept of an (D-regular (resp. (D-star-free) set of 02- 
sequences two operations are used which transform a word-set into a 
sequence-set: For W ~ 2;*, let 
lira W= {a E 27~ I infinitely many initial segments of a are in W}, 
Wo, = {a ~ So, I a = WoW 1 w 2 -.., where each w i is in W}. 
Call A c 27,0 (D-regular (resp. (D-star-free) over 27 iff A can be written in the 
form A = ~)7= 1 Ui • lira Vi, where the U i, V i are regular (resp. star-free) over 
27. As will be seen later, the (D-regular sets can equivalently be defined as 
those of the form (.J~'_ 1 Ui" V~', where the U i, V i are regular. This is the 
original definition used by McNaughton (1966). 
The definability conditions involving formulas of L1(27) or L2(27 ) have 
straightforward generalizations: If a ~ 27o,, define ~ as ~w in the previous 
section, now taking as domain of ~ the set co of natural numbers and 
otherwise proceeding exactly alike. Then we call A c 27o, definable in L~(27) 
(resp. L2(Z)) if there is a sentence ~0 of that language such that a model 9J/, 
satisfies ~0 iff a E A. 
The definition of (D-automaton which fits our purpose appears in Rabin 
(1972): It will turn out that there is also a natural and appropriate "counter- 
free" version of this definition. First we need some notation: 
Given a ~ s '°, a = Croa~a 2 ... with o i E 27, we denote for m < n by a(m, n) 
the word arnam+ 1 "" cry_ 1. I f  9/ is a finite automaton, 9/ = (N, S, so, 8, F),  
and a ~ S °,, define 
sup(9/, a) = {s C S I 8(So, a(O, n)) = s for infinitely many n}. 
An (D-automaton over 2; is a quintuple of the form 9 /= (Z, S, s o, fi, O) 
where S ,S ,  s0,8 are as for finite automata and £2 is a finite sequence 
((F 1, G1) ..... (F, ,  Gn)) with F i, G ic  S. 9/ accepts a if for some i C (1 ..... n} 
we have sup(9/, a) ~ F i 4 :0  and sup(9/, a) ~ G i = 0. Call 9/ counter f ree  if 
each of the finite automata (S, S, So, 8, Fi)  and (27, S, So, 8, Gi) is counter- 
free in the sense of Section 2. 
In the familiar notion of (D-automaton, as found in McNaughton (1966), 
we have instead of the sequence $'2 a set J - c  2 s, and acceptance of a 
sequence a by 9/ there means that the set sup(9/, a) belongs to O r-. For the 
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proof that the two kinds of o~-automata are equivalent in the sense that both 
accept exactly the m-regular sequence-sets, see Rabin (1972). 
Now we can state the analogues of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2: 
THEOREM 3.1. For any A c Z ~° the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) A is accepted by an o~-automaton ver Z, 
(b) A is of the form [,-)~=1 Ui" lim Vi, where the U i, V i are regular 
over Z, 
(b') .4 is of the form U~=I Ui" V.~, where the U i, V i are regular over 
Z, 
(c) A is definable in L2(X ). 
THEOREM 3.2. 
(a) 
(b) 
over ~, 
(c) 
For any A c Z °" the following conditions are equivalent: 
A is accepted by a counter-free oJ-automaton over Z, 
A is of the form U 7= 1 Ui. lim Vi, where the Ui, V i are starfree 
A is definable in L I(~' ). 
In this section the equivalences (a )~ (b) and Theorem 3.1 (b),~ (b') are 
proved. Here Theorem 3.1 (b)=> (a) is the difficult part of McNaughton's 
theorem. 
Concerning the characterization i symbolic logic involving (c), the 
implications (b)=~ (c) are easy: 
If A = U~l=l U i • lim V i is given, where the U i, V i are regular (resp. star- 
free) over S, by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 there are bounded L2(X)-(res p. L1(2; )- 
formulas ~oi(x ) defining Ui and tgi(x, y) defining V i. Then for every a E 2; ~' 
a ~ A iff 9J/, ~ ~/ ~x(¢i(x ) A Vy 3z > y~i(x + 1, z)), 
i=1 
where the term x + 1 is defined in the obvious way. Thus A is definable in 
L2(27 ) (resp. LI(Z')). 
Using the effective version of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we can clearly find 
from given regular expressions for the sets U i and V i the required sentence 
defining A by an effective procedure. Also the subsequent proofs can be 
turned into effective procedures in this sense; however a detailed escription 
will not be given except for some essential steps. 
The proof of the whole equivalence Theorem 3.1 (b )~ (c) is essentially 
due to Bfichi (1962) (he proved Theorem3.1 (b ' )~(c) ) ,  and that of 
Theorem 3.2 (b )~ (c) to Thomas (1979). We indicate a proof comprising 
both cases in the next section. 
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Before showing the equivalences (a )~ (b), we reformulate condition (a) 
of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in a more "algebraic" form. (Here by ~ we denote 
complement w.r.t. 27%) 
LEMMA 3.3. A set A c 27,0 is accepted by an w-automaton (resp. counter- 
free co-automaton) over 27 iff it is of the form A = U~'= 1 (lim U i n ~lira Vi), 
where the U i, V~ are regular (resp. star-free) over S,. 
Proof. Let 2[ = (27, S, s 0, 5,/2) be an w-automaton (resp. counter-free w- 
automaton), where /2 = ((F1, G1),..., (Fn, G,)). Let U i be the regular (resp. 
star-free) set accepted by (27, S, So, 5, Fi), V i the regular (resp. star-free) set 
accepted by (S, S, s o, 5, Gi). Then: ~,I accepts a 
iff ~/ (¥m 3k > mS(s o, a(O, k)) E F i A ~gm 3k > m~(s o, a(O, k)) E Gi), 
i= l  
iff ~/ (Vm 3k > m a(0, k) C U; A ~Vm ~k > rn a(0, k) E V;), 
i=1 
iff a ~ U (lim u i n ~lim v;). 
i=1 
Conversely, let U 1 . . . .  , Un, V~ ..... V, be regular (star-free) sets, accepted by 
the finite automata (resp. counter-free automata) 9/~ ..... ~I,, ~3~ ..... ~ , ,  where 
9-Ii = (S, Si, s°, 5i, Fi) and ~ = (27, T i, t °, ei, Gi). Define an w-automaton 
2[ = (S, S, s o, fi,/2) by 
S=S1X "" X SnX Ta X "" X T, ,  
0 0 s o (s°, . . . ,s , , t  ° ..... t.), 
6((S 1 ..... Sn, t 1 ..... tn)  , O') : (61(S l ,  O') ..... (~n(Sn, ~r), ~,(t,, a) ..... ¢n(tn, 0)), 
g2 = ((F[, G',),..., (F',  G~)), 
where 
F~ =$1X .." XFiX ".. XSnX T1X ... X Tn, 
G~=SI  X "'" X Sn X T 1 X " '"  X GiX "" X T n.  
Then it is easy to check that ~ accepts ~_)n=l (lim U i n ~lim Vi). It remains 
to show that for counter-free ~,  ~3; also the w-automaton 9.1 is counter-free. 
For this note that the reduced version of (27, S, s0, 5,F[) coincides with the 
reduced version of 9.I i and that of (S, S, So, 5, G~) with that of ~3 i. II 
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In order to apply the combinatorial result of section 1 in the subsequent 
proofs we introduce for each a E Z ~ a finite additive coloring C~ of co. As 
colors we take (given some fixed n) the ~,-  or ~,-equivalence lasses of X*, 
say E1 ..... E~. Then for k, l E co, where k < l, let C~(k, l) = E i iff a(k, l) ~ E i. 
Lemma 2.4(b) then says that in both cases ~,  and ,-~, the coloring C~ is 
additive. 
Proof of 3.1/3.2 (b)=> (a) (McNaughton Theorem). By Lemma 3.3 it 
suffices to represent a set A = U. lim V with regular (resp. star-free) U, V in 
the form A = I.)r=~(lim U i~ .-dim Is/), where the sets Ui, I1/ are regular 
(resp. star-free). Applying Theorem 2.1 (resp. Theorem 2.2) we have to find 
bounded Lz(X )- (resp. L~(X)-) formulas ~oi(y ), v/i(y ) such that 
aEU. l imV iff ~ + (¥x3y>x¢ i (y )  
i -1  
A -~Vx 3y > x~,~(y)). 
(1) 
Let m be the maximum of the ranks of U and V, and ~ = {D 1 . . . . .  Dk} the set 
of all ~m-(resp. ~m-) classes. Choose n to be the maximum of the ranks of 
the sets D i and D~ • Dj and let g" = {El, .... E~} be the set of all ~,-(resp. ~,- )  
classes. Then, by Lemma 2.4 (c), each of the sets Di, D i • Dj is a union of 
certain sets Eg, and U and V are unions of certain sets D~. 
Now let q)(U, V) be the set of all pairs (E,E') E ~ × 8 ° such that there are 
D ,D '~C2wi thDcU,  D 'cV ,  EcD.D '  andD' .E 'cV .  We claim 
a E U- lim V iff V (E, E ' )  is good for C~. 
(E,E')EqJ(U,V) 
(2) 
If a E U.  lim V, choose N= {n 0, n I .... } such that a(0, no) ~ U, a(n0, ni) E V 
for i > 0. As in Section 1 there is E '  E g" and an E'-homogeneous subset 
M= {m 0, ml,... } of N, say with m 0 >/nl. Take E ~ ~e, D, D' E f f  such that 
a(O, mo) E E, a(O, no) E D, a(n o, mo) C D'. Then (E, E' ) is good for C,~, and 
we have a(O, no) E D ~ U, a(n o, mo) E D' ~ V, a(O, mo) ~ E C3 D • D' and 
a(no, mo) a(mo, ml) E D' • E' (3 V. Since U and V are unions of sets of the 
partition 9 ,  it follows that D c U and D' ~ V. Since D • D' is a union of 
sets of the partition ~', also E c D • D'. Finally, using that ff is a refinement 
of 9 ,  we have D' • E' ~ D' • D" ~ D o for suitable D", D o E ~ with D o ~ V, 
hence D' • E'  c V. Thus it is shown that (E, E')  ~ q~(U, V). 
Conversely, if (E, E')  is good for C,~, choose an E'-homogeneous set M = 
{m0,m I .... } with a(O, mo)~E.  Assuming (E ,E ' )E~(U,V) ,  we have 
D,D '  ~ ~ with E~D • D', D c U and D' ~ V, and hence an element n o 
such that a(O, no) E U, a(n o, mo) E D' C V. Since D ' .E 'cV ,  by 
a(no, mo) a(mo, mi) = a(no, mi) we have a(n o, mi) E V for i > 0. So (2) is 
proved. 
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Now by Lemma 1.4 we can express the condition that (E,E') is good for 
C~ in the form 
~/(Vx 3y > xo~(y) n -,Vx ~y > x~,~(y)), 
i=1 
where the ~0'i(y ) and gt'i(y ) are bounded formulas of L(<,R1,...,Rr), R i 
representing the relation {(x,y)[C,~(x,y)=Ei}. Any of these relation 
symbols R; can be replaced by a defining bounded formula of L2(Z ) (resp. 
L1(27)), since by Lemma 2.4(a) any set E i (being a ~,- or ~,-class) is 
regular (resp. star-free). Thus we arrive at an L2(Z)-(res p. L1(27)- ) sentence 
~/(Vx 3y > x~o,(y) A Vx 3y > x~,,(y)), 
i=1 
where each ~oi(y), qli(y ) is bounded, expressing in 9J/ that (E,E') is good 
for C,.  Substituting this sentence in (2) we find a formula as required in 
(1). II 
Also this proof yields an effective procedure which transforms regular 
expressions for U and V into an co-automaton accepting U. lim V. The 
critical point in the proof is the effective construction of the set ~(U, V): For 
this note that to find this set we have to check inclusions between regular 
sets which are given by their regular expressions. It is well known that such 
inclusions can be decided in an effective way. 
As a preparation for the proof of (a) => (b) it is convenient to introduce 
infinite analogues of ~n and ~n" For this we associate with any co- 
automaton 9.1 and number n~ as follows: If 9.I = (27, S, s 0, 6, .(2), where .(2 = 
( (E l ,  GI),. . .  , (Fro, Gm)), let ~3 i be the reduced version of the finite automaton 
(Z, S, s o, 6, Fi) and ~3} the reduced version of (27, S, s o , 6, Gi). Then let n~ be 
the maximum of the ranks of all the sets [~B,s, S',s'] where ~3 ranges over 
the ~3 i and ~3}. Denote by ~,  the (up to isomorphism) finite set of co- 
automata 9/over Z with n~ ~ n. Now for a, fl E 27~o let a ~ fl (resp. a ~ fl) 
iff each co-automaton (resp. counter-free co-automaton) 9/~ ~,  accepts a iff 
it accepts ft. Again, ~n and ~,  are equivalence relations with finitely many 
equivalence classes, now over Z °'. Let ~a L (resp. [a]~) be the ~,-(resp. ~- )  
class of a. As an infinite analogue of Lemma 2.4(b) we prove: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let a•UVlV2V 3 .... where all v i are in one ~n- (resp. ~- )  
class, say v i~  Iv]~ (resp. viE [v]n ) for i>~ 1. Then ~u~. ( IvL) '°c  
IUU1U2V3...]n and [uln. ([v]~) '° c [uvlvEv3...]~. 
Proof. For example, for the second inclusion: Let u ,,~, u', v i ~n v}; we 
show that an arbitrary 9 . I~n,  say 9/=(Z ,S ,  so,3,12 ) with £2= 
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((El ,  G~) ..... (F m, Gin) ), accepts a = UVlU2I)3... iff it accepts fl = u'v'lv'zv' 3 .... 
For the given 92 let ~3 i and ~} (i = 1 ..... m) as above, where ~3 i has H i and ~3 1 
has H i as its set of final states. Then for all a E S'°: 
sup(92, a )~F i=O iff sup(~3~,a)~Hi=~,  
sup(92, a) ~ Gi = ~ iff sup(~3~, a) (3 H~ = ~. 
Hence it suffices to show that for any finite automaton ~B of the ~3, and ~31 
we have 
sup(~3,/'//)1D2U3 " " )  : sup(~3, u'v' 1 v'zv'2...). 
Define a sequence of sets [~3, si, Si, si+l] ( i=0 ,  1, 2, . . . )by stipulating u E 
[~, s o, S o, s~] (here s o is ~3's initial state), v~ ~ [~3, sl,  S~, s2], v 2 E [~3, s2, 
S 2, s3], etc, Obviously the sequence of the sets [~3, si, Si, Si+l] determines 
sup (~,uvlv2v3...). Now by ~@~,  we know that each set [~,s i ,S i ,st+l]  
(being star-free by Lemma 2.3) is a union of ,.-,-classes: note that the rank of 
[~,si,  St,si+a] does not exceed n~ and also n~< n. Hence by u,-,n u' and 
vt "~n v~ we get same sequence of sets [~, si, Si, Si+l] when replacing u by u' 
and vt by v~. Thus sup(~3, UUIU2U3,.. ) = sup(~3, u'v'lv'2v'3... )  l 
Proof of Theorems 3.1/3.2 (a) ~ (b). Let A c Z '°' be accepted by the 09- 
automaton (resp. counter-free m-automaton) 92 = (L', S, So, 6, .(2) where .(2 = 
((El, Gl) ..... (Fro, Gm) . Our aim is to find regular (resp. star-free) sets U i, V i 
such that 92 = I.)~= 1 U i . lim V i. By Theorem 2.1 (or Theorem 2.2) it suffices 
to find bounded formulas formulas ~oi(x ), ~'i(x, y) of Lz(Z ) (resp. LI(Z))  
such that 92 accepts a iff 
~ ~ ~/ ~x(~oi(x ) A Vy 3z > yqzi(x + 1, z)). 
i=1  
Choose n such that 92 E ~n.  By the definition of ~n (resp. ,,~) over X '° the 
set A must be a union of sets ~a]n (resp. [a]n ). Form the set ~(92) of all 
pairs (D, E)  of ~,-(resp. "~n-) classes of words with D • E '° c A. Of course 
¢J(92) is finite. We claim 
accepts a iff V (D, E) is good for C~. 
(D,E) E ~(9.1) 
(3) 
First, for any (D, E) E ~(92) which is good for C~, we have D • E '° c A and 
a E D .  E ~', hence 92 accepts a. Conversely, let a CA and choose, using 
Lemma 1.1, some pair (D,E)  which is good for C a. Then a ED.  E °' and, 
by Lemma 3.4, D .  E °~ c [[aHn (resp. D .  E ~' c [a]n ). But la]]n (resp. [aJn ) is 
contained in A, hence (D, E)  E ~(92). 
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Remark 3.5. In addition to (3) one shows in exactly the same way: 92 
does not accept a iff Vw,e)~g×g-,~) (D, E) is good for Ca, where ~" is the 
set of ~n- (resp. ~n-) classes of words. II 
To end our proof, it suffices to express that (D,E) is good for C~ by an 
L2(S )- (resp. LI(2J)- ) sentence 
~x(q)(x) A Vy qz > y~(x + 1, z)). (4) 
For this use the condition A' of Remark 1.2: (D, E) is good for C a iff 
3n(a(0, n) ~ D A Vm 3k > m[3k~(n < k~ < k A a(n, k~) ~ E 
A a(kl, k) ~ E A a(n, k) C E) A "k is minimal with this property"]). 
Using that D and E are definable in L2(22 ) (resp. LI(S,)) we find a formula 
as required in (4). II 
To obtain the effective version of this proof, we have to verify that ¢(~I) 
can be found effectively from 92, i.e., that for any given pair (D, E) it can be 
decided whether all sequences in D • E ~° are accepted by 92.I. We may assume 
that we find effectively u C D and v EE .  By Lemma 3.4, D .  E~°cA iff 
uvvv.., is accepted by 92. But the latter condition can be checked effectively 
since the state sequence of 92 will be periodic. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (a) ~ (b'). First assume that A is accepted by an 
co-automaton 2I. Then we have from the equivalence (3) of the last proof: 
9.I accepts a iff a E V D • E°L 
(D,E) e q~($1) 
Conversely, for given A = U. V ~' with regular U and V choose n such that 
the regular (!) sets U. V ÷ and V + are of rank < n (where, as usual, V + := 
I7" - {~.}). As before one verifies 
a C U. V ~° iff V (D, E) is good for C~, 
(D,E)~(U,V) 
where T(U, V) contains the pairs (D, E) of ~n-classes with D ~ U. V ÷, 
E • E c E and E c V +. Then, as in the proof of Theorems 3.1/3.2 (b) =~ (a), 
use Lemma 1.4 to express "(D,E)  is good for C j '  by an L2(2~)-sentence 
which is a disjunction of formulas Yx 3y > x~o(y) A ~¥x ~y > xty(y) where 
~o(y), ~,(y) are bounded. | 
Remark 3.6. The first half of the preceding proof works also for a 
counter-free co-automaton. Note that for both kinds of co-automata we may 
restrict q~(92) to those pairs (D, E) where E • E c E; only such pairs can be 
good for C,~. On the other hand, the converse direction of the proof also 
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works in the star-free case under the additional assumption V. V c V, i.e., 
V= V +. Hence instead of (b') one may use the following modified condition 
for both the co-regular and co-star-free sets: A sequence-set A ~ 2? °, is co- 
regular (resp. co-star-free) iff A = Oni=l Ui • V~ where the sets Ui, V i are 
regular (resp. star-free) over 27 and V i • V i c Vi for i = 1 ..... n. 
From (a) and (b) in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 it is not yet clear that the co- 
regular and the co-star-free sets form a boolean algebra. However, from 
Remark 3.5 it follows immediately that the class of sets accepted by co- 
automata or counter-free co-automata is closed under complementation. 
Thus, without using the (c) part of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we have the result 
that the co-regular (resp. co-star-free) sets constitute the boolean algebra 
which is generated by the sets lim W with W regular (resp. star-free). 
Moreover, in Lemma 3.3 we have shown that any co-regular and any co-star- 
free set may be written in a disjunctive normal form where the conjunctions 
are "short"; i.e., containing only one unnegated and one negated term. 
4. CONNECTIONS WITH MATHEMATICAL LOGIC 
In the previous sections we saw how a sequence a E 27,0, where 27 = 
{0, 1} m, corresponds to a model ~ of the form (co, <,P1,...,Pm) with 
Pi c o9. In this section we give a very brief outline of some applications of 
Main Lemma 1.3 to the first-order theory and the monadic second-order 
theory of such structures (co, <, P). Most technical details will be skipped, 
for instance all details concerning the Ehrenfeucht-game-technique on which 
we rely at several places. (However, we give some hints and references for 
the reader who wants to fill in the details.) Fix S--- {0, 1 }m. Then both the 
sequence-models ~, for a E 270, and the word-models 9J/w for w E ~ r+ have 
the form 9Jl= (M, <,P1,...,Pm), where P icM.  For such models we 
introduce relations ~n and -~n corresponding to the relations ~n and "~n of 
Sections 2 and 3: For example we defined ~,  to hold between two words if 
they cannot be distinguished by reduced automata having at most n states. 
Similarly, for two models 9J/= (M, <,f i)  and ~ '  = (M', <' ,P ' )  let 9J/~, ~ '  
(resp. ~9/_~, ~J/') if they cannot be distinguished by L2(< , fi)-(resp. LI(<, fi)-) 
sentences of quantifier-rank <~ n, i.e., any such sentence holds in 9J/ iff it 
holds in ~ ' .  Here the quantifier-rank of a formula ~0 is the length of the 
longest sequence of quantifiers in ~0 such that each quantifier is in the scope 
of the preceding quantifier in the sequence. For example, the sentence 
~Vx~y > x(PlY A 3z(P~z A z < y)) A Vx 3y > xPzy 
is of quantifier-rank 3. In case of Z2(< , if) it is convenient to consider the 
quantifier-rank only with respect o the second-order quantifiers, after having 
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replaced in a given formula all first-order quantifications by second-order 
quantifications restricted to singleton-sets. Then the only first-order quan- 
tifiers left are used to express "X is a singleton," and it turns out that we get 
a reasonable definition of quantifier-rank when considering only the second- 
order quantifications. 
Up to logical equivalence, there are only finitely many L~(<,fi)- and 
L2(<, P)- sentences of quantifier-rank ~< n. It follows that _-__n (resp. ~,)  are 
equivalence relations with only finitely many equivalence classes. These 
classes we call monadic second-order (resp. first-order) n-types. Call an n- 
type r a word-n-type or segment-n-type if it contains a model ~w, and a 
sequence-n-type if it contains a model ~ .  For the word-n-types we have the 
following result, corresponding to Lemma 2.4: 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) Any monadie second-order (resp. first-order) word-n- 
type r is definable in L2(<,P  ) (resp. LI(<,P))  by a sentence ~o~. 
(b) The monadic second-order ( esp. first-order) n-types of ~ w and ~w' 
determine the monadic second-order ( esp. first-order) n-type of ~ww'. 
(c) Each class of models ~w definable in L2(<,fi) (resp. LI(<,P))  by a 
sentence of quantifier-rank <~ n is a union of monadic second-order (resp. 
first-order) word-n-types. 
The proof of (a) just uses the fact that the definition of a (word-)n-type 
depends only on finitely many formulas. Part (c) follows immediately from 
the definitions. Part (b) is usually shown by means of Ehrenfeucht-games or 
a similar techniques; see Monk (1976, Chap. 26), as a general reference. 
(For the reader who is acquainted with Ehrenfeucht-games we give the 
following comment: It is to be verified that f rom~ u ~-n ~u '  and ~ ~n ~,  
we can conclude ~u~ ~-. ~u'o';  or equivalently: If player II wins the n- 
move-Ehrenfeucht-games G.(~Ru, ~u')  and G. (~,  ~, ) ,  then II also wins 
the game G.(gJ/.v,~u,~, ). The required winning strategy is obtained by 
combining the two given winning-strategies in the natural way.) 
For sequence-n-types the statements (a) and (c) above are shown as easily 
as for word-n-types. We state (c) for both cases (words and sequences) in a 
different formulation to be used later: 
LEMMA 4.2. (a) For any sentence ~o of L2(<,ff  ) (resp. LI (<,P)  ) of 
quantifier-rank n there is a set T(•) of n-types such that for all ~w: 
~ ~ ~o ~ V {~,~ I~ ~ T(~)}. 
(b) For any sentence ~o of L i (<,f f  ) (resp. Lx(<,ff)) of quantifier-rank n
there is a set T(¢) of n-types such that for all 9"Jl~ : 92i1~ (D ~ k~ {~o~ [ 
This lemma presents a special case of the distributive normal form as 
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introduced by Hintikka into mathematical logic. The automaton-theoretic 
version of this normal form appears in Lemma 2.4(c). 
Often, especially when dealing with decidability questions, types are 
introduced by finite objects representing them (as G represents r). For a 
more general discussion see Scott (1979). Thus when saying that a type r 
can be "found effectively," we really mean that G can be computed. For 
example, an effective version of Lemma 4.2 holds in the sense that from ~0 
one can compute the finite set T(~0). As a consequence of this we see that in 
order to decide effectively for arbitrary sentences whether they hold in 9J/w or 
in ~,  it suffices to consider the sentences G .  
An infinite analogue of the "additivity Lemma" 4.1(b) for sequences, 
corresponding to the automaton-theoretic Lemma 3.4, is 
LEMMA 4.3. Let a= uvlv2v 3 .... where the monadic second-order (resp. 
first-order) n-type of gJl u is a and the monadic second-order ( esp. first-order) 
n-type of all 9Jl~ is r. Then a and z determine the monadic second-order 
(resp. first-order) n-type of ~,.--Moreover,  this sequence-n-type can be 
computed effectively from cr and r. 
Again the proof uses Ehrenfeucht-games, and in the first-order case is an 
easy extension of Lemma 4.1 (b); for monadic second-order types the result is 
more difficult; one can obtain it as a special case of Lemma 2.2 of Shelah 
(1975). 
Now we can give the promised 
Proof of Theorems 3.1/3.2 (c )~ (a). Let A cZ  °' be defined in L2(Z ) 
(resp. LI(Z)) by a sentence ~0 of quantifier-rank n. Thus a E A iff ~ ~ ~0. 
To show that A is og-regular (resp. oJ-star-free) it is sufficient by Section 3 to 
find bounded L2(Z)- (resp. L~(Z)-) formulas ¢1(Y) ..... G(Y), ~q(Y) ..... q/r(Y) 
such that 
932~  q~ iffg31~  9 (Vx 3y > x¢i(y ) A ~¥x 3y > x~ut(y)). (*) 
i=1 
For the given ~o we find, by 4.2, a set TO) of n-types such that for every 
a C Z~': 
~ g  iff V/o l 
Now associate with any a ~ Z "°~ an additive finite coloring C,~ by defining 
C~(k, l) as the monadic second-order ( esp. first-order) n-type of 9Jl,~(k,t ). 
Lemma 4.1(b) implies additivity of C~. For any given a there is, by 1.1, a 
pair (p, a) of colors good for C~, and by Lemma 4.3, such a pair determines 
the sequence-n-type of 9J/~. Hence we may collect all pairs (p, a) of word-n- 
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types which determine in this way a sequence-model ~ ,  to belong to some 
sequence-n-type r of T(~0). Thus we get a non-empty set of pairs (p, a), called 
q)(~0). Then for all a E Z°~: 
~ ~ ~ iff V Go, a) is good for Ca. 
(p,a)~O(o) 
Since by 4.1(a) all the p,~ are definable in L2(<,f i  ) (resp. L~(<,fi)) by 
bounded formulas ~o(x, y), we can rewrite the disjunction on the right-hand 
side as a sentence as required in (*), by applying Lemma 1.4. II 
Let us state (*) again as a 
NORMAL FORM THEOREM 4.4. For any L2((,P)-(res p. LI(<,P)- )
sentence ~ there are bounded formulas (Pl(Y),..., q~r(Y), qq(Y),'", ~'r(Y) of 
L2(<,/~) (resp. L~(<, P)) such that for all n-tuples P of subsets of co 
(co, <, P)  /(Vx > A - vx > I 
i--1 
Again the formulas (Pi(Y) and q/i(Y) can be obtained from (p by an 
effective procedure. (For the necessary evaluation of q)(~0) in the foregoing 
proof one uses the effectiveness of Lemma 4.3.) There are also more general 
versions of Theorem 4.4 for formulas with free variables. In Bfichi (1962) 
and subsequent work a different normal form for L2(<, fi) is presented. This 
"automata normal form" has a straightforward intuitive meaning since it 
describes directly the run of an co-automaton, but it makes essential use of 
full monadic second-order quantifiers and thus cannot be applied to 
Ll(<, P)- 
Finally we mention two easy applications o Theorem 4.4: First we see that 
in the monadic second-order theory of (co, <, fi) one cannot express more 
than in the weak monadic second-order theory of (co, <, P), where second- 
order quantifications are restricted to finite sets. (By the normal form 
theorem, we know that any sentence can be written as a boolean 
combination of formulas Yx ~y > xtp(y) where ~0(y) is bounded. But in such 
a formula ~0(y) it makes no difference whether we have strong or weak 
second-order quantifiers.) By the effective version of the normal form 
theorem, one concludes that the strong monadic theory of (co, <,/~) is 
decidable iff the weak monadic theory of (co, <, P) is. This was first shown 
in Thomas (1980a). 
Another application of Theorem 4.4 is decidability results as derived from 
the following corollary of Theorem 4.4: 
THEOREM 4.5. The monadic second-order (resp. first-order) theory of 
(co, <, P), where P= (PI ..... P,) and Pt c co, is decidable iff for any monadic 
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second-order (resp. first-order) segment-type r one can f ind out effectively 
whether there are infinitely many initial segments o f  (co, <, if) having type T. 
Proof. The direction from left to right is trivial. For the other direction it 
is sufficient by the normal form theorem to decide for any bounded formula 
~(y) whether there are infinitely many natural numbers atisfying it in the 
given structure (w, <,if). Since in ~o(y)y may be defined to be the maximal 
element, we can consider equivalently a sentence ~0' instead of ~0(y) and have 
to check whether q', say of quantifier-rank n, holds in infinitely many initial 
segments of (co, <,/~). By the effective version of Lemma 4.2(b), it suffices to 
decide whether any given sentence ~PT (where r is a word-n-type) holds in 
infinitely many segments of (w, <, if). But this decision is possible in an 
effective way by assumption. II 
As an example we mention a result which was first proved (in a different 
way) in Thomas (1978): For any recursive P c co with the property that the 
differences between succeeding P-elements trictly increase, the first-order 
theory of (co, <, P) is decidable.--For the proof we have to find out for any 
given n which n-types occur infinitely often when considering the initial 
segments of (co, <, P). The crucial point to obtain this set T, of n-types effec- 
tively is that distances greater than 2 ~ between succeeding P-elements cannot 
be distinguished by first-order n-types. Thus with respect to n, we may 
denote the number of non-P-elements between succeeding P-elements by 
0, 1 ..... 2 n - 1 or just ~ .  When identifying P with the corresponding 0 - 1- 
sequence where, for instance, two succeeding P-elements with m non-P- 
elements between them correspond to the segment 10ml, we get the following 
picture of P: 
0 m° 10 m110 m21 ... 10 m110 °~ 10 ~° 10 °° ..-. 
Here m i C {0 ..... 2 n -- 1, oo }; and l is chosen (by assumption on P) such that 
after the I-th element of P the distances between succeeding P-elements are 
always greater than 2 ". One can also show that any two segments of the 
form 
10 ~10 ~1 . . .  0 ~1 
with more than 2 n P-elements (i.e., letters 1) are equivalent w.r.t, n-types; 
hence the required set T n of n-types is given by the following initial 
segments: 
0 m° 10  ml I " ' "  10 ml 10 ~° 10  °° 1 -.. 0 °° 1 0 i (i = 0 .... .  2n) .  
2np-elements 
Clearly the parameters mo,..., m t can be found effectively since P is recursive. 
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